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ABSTRACT

Context. The context is the magnetic field measurement in external solar or stellar layers by interpreting line polarization measure-
ments and the Hanle effect.
Aims. The aim is to model the Hanle effect depolarization by integrating upon a star on the one hand, and by integrating along a
line-of-sight through the solar corona on the other hand.
Methods. The formalism of the atomic density matrix is recalled. Particular attention was devoted to the four axis rotations necessary
to transform the magnetic field reference frame into that of the line-of-sight.
Results. In the stellar case, the discrepancy between the results by López Ariste et al. (2011, A&A, 527, A120) and the symmetry
considerations by Ignace etal. (2011, A&A, 530, A82) is resolved. In the solar case, the computations of the hydrogen Lyα polariza-
tion by Derouich et al. (2010, A&A, 511, A7) are revisited, owing to symmetry considerations.
Conclusions. In the stellar case, we confirm that the effect integrated on a star leads to a non-vanishing magnetic depolarization due
to the high non-linearity of the Hanle effect. In the solar case, we find that the Hanle sensitivity of hydrogen Lyβ and Lyγ could be
better adapted to the measurement of the coronal background magnetic field. They form a pair of lines of different and complemen-
tary sensitivity, which makes it possible to determine the full vector. Lyα would be instead adapted to the coronal loop magnetic field
measurement, because this field is stronger and suited to the Lyα Hanle sensitivity.
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1. Introduction

The Hanle effect is the modification of the scattering polarization
by the magnetic field (Hanle 1924). The scattering polarization is
a linear polarization whose direction is perpendicular to the scat-
tering plane, and the Hanle effect is a depolarization and rotation
of the polarization direction. More precisely, it is depolariza-
tion at right-angle scattering and alternatively hyperpolarization
at backward or forward scattering, with a continuous behavior
in between. This scattering polarization was observed in solar
prominence lines. In addition, the rotation of the polarization di-
rection with respect to the limb was observed. Hyder (1965) re-
ported the first observations of this polarization by Lyot in 1932
and 1935 (Lyot 1934, 1937). Although Öhman (1929) suggested
the possibility of the existence of the Hanle effect in off-limb ob-
servations, it is Hyder (1965) who ascribed the polarization rota-
tion observed by Lyot to the Hanle effect. Extensive observations
were later on undertaken at the Pic-du-Midi with a polarimetric
accuracy better by one order of magnitude (Leroy et al. 1977),
but without any spectral resolution. Spectrally resolved observa-
tions were simultaneously conducted at Sacramento Peak with
the experiment Stokes II (Athay et al. 1983). The first interpreta-
tion of these observations was incomplete because of the partial
anisotropy of the incident radiation of which the integration is
difficult (House 1970). The solution was the introduction of the
density matrix formalism, where an average atom is embedded
in the integrated incident radiation (Bommier 1977; Bommier
& Sahal-Bréchot 1978; Bommier 1980; Landi Degl’Innocenti
1983, 1984). The Hanle effect depends indeed on the so-called

“coherences”, or interferences between different Zeeman sub-
states, which constitute the “atomic polarization”.

The Hanle effect is highly non-linear. It is insensitive to a
field aligned with the incident radiation main axis. In right-angle
scattering, there is depolarization and rotation of the polarization
direction when the field is aligned with the line-of-sight (l.o.s.),
but when the field is perpendicular to the scattering plane, there
is depolarization but no rotation. This non-linearity led to the
idea developed by López Ariste et al. (2011) that the integration
on the surface of a star that has a dipolar field would lead to a
non-zero global effect. But Ignace et al. (2011) argued that Fig. 3
of López Ariste et al. (2011) does not show the expected symme-
try with respect to the central meridian. Besides, Derouich et al.
(2010) compute the Hanle effect of the hydrogen Lyα radiation
emitted by the solar corona. This requires not a star, but a line-of-
sight integration. These authors also assumed a dipolar model for
the solar magnetic field. In addition, in a second part they added
the effect of a current sheet lying along the whole solar equator,
as a very long prominence. For their model without the promi-
nence, their Fig. 5, which displays the polarization rotation as a
function of the position angle of the l.o.s. about the solar disk,
does not have the required symmetry either. The origin of these
discrepancies does probably not lie in the Hanle effect theory it-
self, which was taken from the completed presentation by Casini
(2002) or Landi Degl’Innocenti & Landolfi (2004), but from the
intricate axis rotations from the local magnetic field reference
frame having the magnetic field vector as Oz axis, to the l.o.s.
reference frame all about the star or all along the coronal l.o.s..
Indeed, in principle any reference frame may be transformed into
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any other one by means of a single Euler rotation, but in the prac-
tical cases under consideration it is difficult to group in a unique
rotation the longitude, latitude, disk center latitude and magnetic
field direction that need to be included. Notwithstanding, this
can be done by four successive Euler rotations, one for each
angle. The formalism of the “irreducible spherical tensors for
polarimetry” introduced by Landi Degl’Innocenti (1983) has to
be generalized to such a series of linked rotations. To do this,
we recall below (Sect. 2) the alternative formalism of the inci-
dent and emitted photon density matrices, and we provide the
rotation matrix elements. In Sect. 3 we recompute the figures
of López Ariste et al. (2011) and we obtain an agreement with
Ignace et al. (2011). In Sect. 4 we recompute the Hanle effect of
the hydrogen Lyα radiation emitted by the solar corona perme-
ated by a dipolar magnetic field.

2. Elements of the theory

The lines studied here are isolated lines with an unpolarizable
lower level. We assume that they may be described within the
two-level atom aproximation. The lower level is assumed to be
J = 0 or J = 1/2 so that it cannot have any alignment, or J
has any value but the lower level alignment is simultaneously
destroyed by collisions. Our formalism for computing the Hanle
effect is the density matrix formalism as introduced by Bommier
& Sahal-Bréchot (1978) and is well-adapted to the description
of a partial polarization. The density matrix was expanded in
irreducible tensorial components JJρK

Q with K = 0, 1, ..., 2J and
Q = −K,−K + 1, ...,K − 1,K. We refer to Landi Degl’Innocenti
& Landolfi (2004) for an introduction to irreducible tensorial
calculations, in particular p. 127 sqq. for the physical meaning
of the multipole moments.

2.1. Incident photon density matrix

The incident and reemitted photons are described by their re-
spective density matrices, which are of angular momentum J = 1
and are in fact generalized polarization matrices. The specific in-
tensity (in erg/cm2/s/sr/Hz) of the radiation incoming at the scat-
tering point O located above the illuminating star, is

Iν = W

(
2hν3

c2

)
/

[
exp

(
hν
kTr

)
− 1

]
, (1)

where Tr is the radiation temperature of the radiation emitted by
the star, and W is the dilution factor, which is the normalized
solid angle under which the star is seen from O

W =
dΩ
4π
· (2)

If the star radiation is limb-darkened following the usual empir-
ical law

I(i) = 1 − u + u cos i, (3)

where i is the heliocentric angle (the angle between the line-of-
sight and the star radius), and u is the limb-darkening parameter,
the dilution factor is given by

W =
1 − u

1 − u/3
1
2

(1 − cosγ) +
u

1 − u/3
(4)

× 1
4

[
1 − cos2 γ

sin γ
ln

(
1 + sin γ

cos γ

)]
,

where γ is the half-angle at summit of the cone under which
the star is seen from O. Following the drawing of Fig. 1 of
Sahal-Bréchot (1974), W can be written as the sum of an
isotropic part part Wi and an anisotropic part Wa (Charvin 1965).
Describing this drawing, the anisotropy of the incident radiation
(which is contained inside the cone) is accounted for by the in-
tensity B of the radiation electric field along the local star radius
taken as Oz, lower than the intensity A along the perpendicular
axes Ox and Oy. Wi corresponds to B along each of the three
axes, which is an isotropic radiation, whereas Wa corresponds
to A − B along Ox and Oy, which is a directive incident ra-
diation along Oz. The expressions of Wi and Wa are given by
van de Hulst (1950) as

Wi =
1 − u

1 − u/3
1
4

(2 + cosγ)(1 − cosγ)2 +
u

1 − u/3

× 3
32

[
2 + cos2 γ − cos2 γ(4 − cos2 γ)

sin γ

× ln

(
1 + sin γ

cos γ

)]
, (5)

Wa =
1 − u

1 − u/3
1
4

cosγ(1 − cos2 γ) +
u

1 − u/3

× 1
32

[
3 sin2 γ − 1 +

cos2 γ(1 + 3 sin2 γ)
sin γ

× ln

(
1 + sin γ

cos γ

)]
· (6)

In the reference frame where the quantization axis (the Oz axis)
lies along the solar radius, the incident photons density matrix
elements φK

Q are given by

φ0
0 =

1√
3

φ2
0 =

1√
6

Wa

Wi +Wa

φ1
0 = φ

1
±1 = φ

2
±1 = φ

2
±2 = 0.

(7)

2.2. Statistical equilibrium of the atomic density matrix

The case of the J = 0 (lower level) → J′ = 1 (upper level)
line, usually called the normal Zeeman triplet line, will be
considered for the star case, as in López Ariste et al. (2011).
For the case of the solar corona, the hydrogen Lyα line is a
J = 1/2 (lower level) → J′ = 3/2 (upper level) line comple-
mented with an unpolarized neighboring line of known intensity
J = 1/2 → J′ = 1/2. Following Bommier & Sahal-Bréchot
(1982), the hyperfine structure can be neglected for comput-
ing the scattering polarization of this line. In the following we
introduce the statistical equilibrium of the atomic density ma-
trix, embedded in the incoming radiation. The line under con-
sideration comes from a two-level atom, with unpolarized lower
level, so that the density matrix has only one element in the
lower level

√
2J + 1ρ0

0 = 1. Then, we will denote as ρK
Q the

atomic density matrix components in the upper level. Following
Bommier (1977) and Bommier & Sahal-Bréchot (1978), the sta-
tistical equilibrium equation for the upper level density matrix
element ρK

Q is

dρK
Q

dt
= 0 = −iωLQρK

Q − AρK
Q (8)

+3BIν(−1)1+J+J′
{

1 J′ J
J′ 1 K

}
ϕK

Q,
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where A and B are the Einstein coefficients of the line under
study, ωL is the Larmor pulsation

ωL =
gJ′μBB
�
, (9)

where gJ′ is the Landé factor of the upper level andωL/2πgJ′B =
1.4 MHz/G. ϕK

Q is the incident photon density matrix element,
but in the magnetic field reference frame, i.e. the frame where
the magnetic field is the Oz or quantization axis. Thus, ϕK

Q has
to be derived from φK

Q given above by applying the proper frame
rotation matrix. The 6- j symbol takes the following value for the
lines of interest in the present paper, for K = 0{

1 J′ J
J′ 1 0

}
=

(−1)1+J+J′

√
3
√

2J′ + 1
(10)

and, for K = 2{
1 1 0
1 1 2

}
=

1
3{

1 3/2 1/2
3/2 1 2

}
= − 1

2
√

2
√

3
·

(11)

Introducing the w(K)
J′J coefficient of Landi Degl’Innocenti (1984)

w(K)
J′J =

{
1 J′ J
J′ 1 K

}
{

1 J′ J
J′ 1 0

} (12)

= (−1)1+J+J′
√

3
√

2J′ + 1

{
1 J′ J
J′ 1 K

}
,

one can rewrite the statistical equilibrium equation as

d
√

2J′ + 1ρK
Q

dt
= 0 = −iωLQ

√
2J′ + 1ρK

Q

−A
√

2J′ + 1ρK
Q (13)

+BIνw
(K)
J′J

√
3ϕK

Q.

The sensitivity of the Hanle effect to the magnetic field strength
is governed by the quantity ωLτ (see Eq. (8)), where τ is the
upper-level lifetime τ = 1/A. When ωLτ ≈ 1 the effect is sen-
sitive to the magnetic field strength that affects the Larmor pul-
sation ωL (see Eq. (9)), whereas when ωLτ � 1 the effect is
saturated with respect to the field strength, and is sensitive to
the field direction only. For typical visible lines, A is about 107,
which leads to a sensitivity to fields of about 10 G, which are
usually qualified as weak. UV lines will be sensitive to stronger
fields because their lifetimes are usually shorter. In terms of field
strength, ωLτ = 1 corresponds to what the authors call the criti-
cal, or typical, Hanle field Bt.

The incident photons density matrix may be simply related to
the irreducible tensor JK

Q(ν) introduced by Landi Degl’Innocenti
(1984) for describing the incident radiation effect, by

ϕK
Q =

1

Iν
√

3

∫
dν (−1)QJK

−Q(ν)φ(ν0 − ν), (14)

where φ(ν0 − ν) is the absorption line profile with the line center
frequency ν0. When the incident radiation is frequency flat, this
simply reduces to

ϕK
Q =

1

Iν
√

3
(−1)QJK

−Q. (15)

In the statistical equilibrium equation developed here, we ne-
glected any spectral variation of the incident radiation along the
absorption line profile. Raouafi (2002) took into account possi-
ble spectral variation of the incident radiation, which acts differ-
ently on the different velocity classes of the scatterer. Khan et al.
(2011) also addressed this problem for the Lyα line of the solar
corona, and Landi Degl’Innocenti (1996) discussed the physical
approximations, which are part of the complete redistribution
general frame.

2.3. Re-emitted photon density matrix

This density matrix is given by

ΦK
Q = (2J′ + 1)A (16)

×(−1)1+J+J′+K

{
1 J′ J
J′ 1 K

}
ρK

Q

in the magnetic field reference frame, where the Oz or quanti-
zation axis is the field direction. Introducing w(K)

J′J , this emitted
photon density matrix can be written as
√

3ΦK
Q = Aw(K)

J′J(−1)K
√

2J′ + 1ρK
Q . (17)

This frame has to be rotated into the l.o.s. reference frame. This
rotation is the object of the following subsection. If we denote
as Φ′KQ the density matrix elements in the l.o.s. reference frame,
they are related to the Stokes parameters of the radiation by

I = +
3

4π

(
1√
3
Φ′00 +

1√
6
Φ′20

)

Q = − 3
4π

ReΦ′22 (18)

U = +
3

4π
ImΦ′22

V = +
3

8π

√
2Φ′10 = 0.

Strictly speaking, all these constributions have to be multiplied
by nahν/4π, where na is the atom density and ν is the line fre-
quency. The positive Q direction (the Ox axis of the Stokes pa-
rameters reference frame) is the projection of the solar radius
onto the plane of the sky. As stated above, the odd K value el-
ements are zero so that there is no circular polarization induced
by the Hanle effect (the case of the incomplete Paschen-Back
effect is excluded from this discussion).

2.4. Axis rotations

The present modeling requires several axis rotations. First, for
each scattering point, the incident photon density matrix has to
be rotated (strictly speaking, its reference frame) into the mag-
netic field reference frame. Then the statistical equilibrium can
be solved and the re-emitted photon density matrix can follow.
This re-emitted photon density matrix has to be rotated (its refer-
ence frame) into the l.o.s. reference frame, which can be done by
applying several rotations successively, which are: a rotation to
go back from the magnetic field reference frame to the solar ref-
erence frame (Ox axis along the local parallel), a rotation for the
longitude, a rotation for the latitude, a rotation for the inclination
of the Sun rotation axis, or disk center latitude b0. The density
matrix transformation implied by an axis rotation is given by

NΦK
Q =

∑
Q′

exp(iγQ) dK
Q′Q(β) exp(iαQ′) AΦK

Q, (19)
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Fig. 1. Stellar case: light curve for the linear polarization degree (left) and direction (middle), and for the Stokes parameters (right) when the
magnetic dipole axis is not aligned with the star rotation axis, which is assumed to lie in the plane of the sky. The polarization direction is given by
its rotation with respect to the star rotation axis. pmax is the polarization degree that would be observed at a star limb point in zero magnetic field.
This figure replaces Fig. 3 of López Ariste et al. (2011).

Fig. 2. Same as Fig. 1, but for the case of a star rotation axis inclined with respect to the line-of-sight.

where NΦK
Q is the density matrix element in the new reference

frame, AΦK
Q is the density matrix element in the old reference

frame, (α, β, γ) are the Euler angles of the rotation that ransforms
the old reference frame into the new one. A rotation of Euler an-
gles (α, β, γ) is achieved by applying successfully 1) a rotation
of angle α about the Oz axis of the old reference frame; this rota-
tion brings the Oy axis of the old frame into the Ou position; 2) a
rotation of angle β about Ou, which brings Oz into the OZ axis
of the new reference frame; 3) a rotation of angle γ about OZ to
bring Ou into the OY axis of the new reference frame. The rota-
tions matrix elements dK

Q′Q(β) are tabulated in Brink & Satchler
(1994).

3. Case of a star with a dipolar magnetic field

In a recent paper, López Ariste et al. (2011) pointed out that,
owing to its non-linearity, the Hanle effect operating on a dipo-
lar magnetic field should result in a non-zero linear polarization
of the global radiation emitted by the star. Roughly speaking, a
dipolar field is nearly vertical near the poles, whereas it is hori-
zontal at the equator, in the star reference frame. A vertical field,
which is aligned with the anisotropy direction of the incident
radiation, does not show any Hanle effect or depolarization. In
contrast, the horizontal field is responsible for a depolarization
of the scattered radiation by the Hanle effect (but no rotation of

the polarization direction). Therefore a global linear polarization
remains after integration on the whole star, because the equato-
rial radiation is more depolarized than the polar one, with no
rotation of the polarization direction.

However, Ignace et al. (2011) remarked that Fig. 3 of
López Ariste et al. (2011), which is the star polarization light
curve when the magnetic dipole axis is not aligned with the star
rotation axis, does not display the expected symmetry with re-
spect to the star central meridian. But Ignace et al. (2011) did not
any calculation. We did the calculations and obtained the results
presented in Fig. 1. We find a behavior of the polarization light
curve very different from Fig. 3 of López Ariste et al. (2011).
Our plot clearly displays the symmetry required by Ignace et al.
(2011). This curve was plotted for the “equator-on” geometry,
where the star rotation axis lies in the plane of the sky. For gen-
eralization, we considered the case of a star rotation axis inclined
with respect to the plane of the sky, which we plotted in Fig. 2.
The expected symmetry is also present.

In addition, we replotted Fig. 1 of López Ariste et al. (2011),
which we also found to differ and reproduce it in Fig. 3. This
figure represents the dependence of the star linear polarization,
scaled to the zero-field polarization per limb point as a func-
tion of the magnetic field strength scaled as ωLτ. We show
that the linear polarization degree reaches a maximum at about
ωLτ = 0.8 and then decreases. This decrease was not obtained
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Fig. 3. Stellar case: linear polarization degree of the star radiation as a
function of the magnetic field strength expressed in the reduced form
where ω is the Larmor pulsation and τ is the upper level lifetime. pmax

is the polarization degree that would be observed at a star limb point in
a zero magnetic field. This figure replaces Fig. 1 of López Ariste et al.
(2011).

by López Ariste et al. (2011) and results from the progressive
saturation of the Hanle effect.

The dipolar magnetic field is given by

B = B0

(R∗
R

)3 [
3
(
M̂ · R̂

)
R̂ − M̂

]
, (20)

where the hat denotes the vector direction, or unit vector. R is
the local star radius and M is the dipolar moment. B0 is the
magnetic field strength at the star surface and at the magnetic
equator. We modeled the star emission as that of a half-sphere
of radius R∗. We assumed a normal Zeeman triplet line J = 0
(lower)→ J′ = 1 (upper) (w(2)

J′J = 1), and for the calculation we
considered a directive incident radiation along the stellar radius
(Wi = 0,Wa = 1). In this very theoretical case, the zero-field
polarization degree per limb point is unity. In practice this pmax
is not unity, owing to partially directive incident radiation, but
the ratio p/pmax remains unchanged. The case of another line
could be considered by varying w(2)

J′J , which also changes pmax
but not p/pmax. This description of the formation of the polar-
ization of the star radiation lies in the frame of the last scattering
approximation, where the polarization is formed in the last scat-
tering before the photon is emitted from the star. Owing to the
weakness of the polarization degree, this approximation is quite
valid. Its validity has been extensively studied by Sampoorna
et al. (2009).

4. Case of the hydrogen Lyα line of the solar corona
permeated by a dipolar magnetic field

Similarly, we observed that Fig. 5 of Derouich et al. (2010) does
not display the expected symmetry, so that we also recomputed
the calculations. These authors were modeling the Hanle effect
of the hydrogen Lyα line emitted in the solar corona by scatter-
ing of the chromosphere-corona transition zone radiation. The

corona magnetic field was simply modeled by a dipole, as in the
previous section. The authors considered that the dipole axis and
the sun rotation axis were aligned, and were both in the plane of
the sky. We considered the same. In the following we evaluate
the polarization observed along a line-of-sight intersecting the
plane of the sky in P, which is at the position angle ϕ with re-
spect to the solar north pole (see Fig. 3 of Derouich et al. 2010).
Figure 5 of Derouich et al. (2010) displays the rotation of the
polarization direction, with respect to the zero-field case, as a
function of ϕ. Indeed, when the star is spatially resolved, as in
this Section, the zero-field polarization direction is the limb di-
rection, and the polarization direction of the scattered radiation
is rotated by the Hanle effect. The dipolar magnetic field is sym-
metrical with respect to the equator plane, in the pseudo-vector
symmetry. Consequently the emitted polarization must also be
symmetrical with respect to this plane, which means that when ϕ
is changed to 180◦−ϕ, the polarization direction is the symmetri-
cal one and the rotation of the polarization direction is changed
to its opposite. As a consequence, the rotation of the polariza-
tion direction at the equator ϕ = 90◦, must be zero. This is not
the case of Fig. 5 of Derouich et al. (2010). We performed the
calculation and obtained instead Fig. 4 (lower part), which obeys
the symmetry. The upper part of Fig. 4 displays the dependence
of the linear polarization degree, and is also different from the
corresponding Fig. 4 of Derouich et al. (2010). In particular, in
contrast to these authors, our polarization degree remains always
lower than the zero-field one, as expected for Hanle effect in such
a scattering.

In the following, Derouich et al. (2010) added to their model
the effect of a current sheet lying along the whole solar equator,
as a very long prominence. Their Figs. 4 and 5, to which we com-
pare our results were obtained in the purely dipolar field model,
without the current sheet. We remark that, following their Fig. 7,
the effect of the current sheet is of the first order. We also remark
that the addition of the current sheet all along the equator does
not break the symmetry of the field with respect to the equator,
so that the rotation of the polarization direction at the equator
ϕ = 90◦ must remain zero.

The hyperfine structure is negligible for computing the hy-
drogen Lyα scattering polarization (Bommier & Sahal-Bréchot
1982), because the hyperfine splitting is comparable to, or
smaller than, the natural width. The hydrogen Lyα line is
aD1-D2 lines system formed by Lyα1 that is J = 1/2 (lower)→
J′ = 1/2 (upper), and Lyα2 that is J = 1/2 (lower)→ J′ = 3/2
(upper). Lyα1 is unpolarizable because of J′ = 1/2. The statis-
tical equilibrium can be solved independently for the two lines.
The Einstein spontaneous emission coefficient A is the same for
Lyα1 and Lyα2, and the Einstein absorption coefficient B is twice
weaker for Lyα1 than for Lyα2. For the emitted photon density
matrix, Lyα1 has Φ0

0 half of that of Lyα2 and no other Φs, so that
Lyα1 is simply taken into account by computing Lyα2 following
the merthod described above, and mutliplying the derived Φ0

0
by 1.5.

The magnetic field was assumed to be that of a dipole (see
Eq. (20)). The radiation was integrated along the line-of-sight,
assuming an optically thin Lyα emission. The coronal hydro-
gen density was scaled from the electron density given by Allen
(1973) with the values given in Fig. 2 caption of Cranmer (1998).
We give here the results for the corona of solar maximum, but the
case of the corona of solar minimum (different in pole and equa-
tor) is not very different. We applied B0 = 80 G for the equa-
tor solar surface magnetic field to obtain the figures closest to
(though different) Derouich et al. (2010), who claimed that they
took “15 to 20 G close to the base of the corona”. We do not
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Fig. 4. Solar case: Lyα linear polarization degree (top) and direction
(bottom) for two apparent heights above the solar limb (in solar radius),
as a function of the position angle of the line-of-sight with respect to the
sun rotation axis. This figure replaces Figs. 4 and 5 of Derouich et al.
(2010).

understand this difference, and our value of 80 G is consistent
with the Hanle sensitivity of the Lyα line as reported in Table 1,
considering in addition that the dipole magnetic field decreases
as (R
/R)3, so that with 80 G at the solar surface one has 36 G
at 0.3 R
 above the surface. In this table, it can be seen that the
Hanle sensitivity of Lyβ or Lyγ could be better adapted to what
is expected for the coronal magnetic field. The dependance of
their polarization can be derived from the Lyα one by scaling
with the respective Hanle sensitivity.

5. Conclusion

We aimed to study the Hanle effect in a dipolar magnetic field,
stellar or solar. As suggested by López Ariste et al. (2011), we
found that the effect integrated on a star leads to a non-vanishing

Fig. 5. Solar case: Lyα linear polarization as a function of the apparent
height of the line-of-sight above the solar limb, at the position angle 80◦
with respect to the solar rotation axis. Circles: case of the zero magnetic
field. Crosses: case of the dipolar magnetic field (see text). This figure
replaces Fig. 7 of Derouich et al. (2010), except for the case of the
additional equatorial current sheet, which we did not compute.

Table 1. Hanle sensitivity (in G) of the first lines of the hydrogen Lyman
series.

Line Wavelength Bt

Å G
Lyα 1216 53.2
Lyβ 1026 16
Lyγ 992 7

Notes. This sensitivity is defined as the field strength Bt (typical field)
for which ωτ = 1, where ω is the Larmor pulsation and τ is the upper
level lifetime. All the transitions leaving the upper level are taken into
account in the lifetime. From Sahal-Bréchot (1981, Table I).

magnetic depolarization due to the high non-linearity of the
Hanle effect, which could be of interest for stellar magnetic field
diagnostic.

In the solar case, we considered the Hanle effect of the first
lines of the Lyman series of hydrogen lines, emitted by the op-
tically thin solar corona permeated by a dipolar magnetic field.
These lines have decreasing and complementary Hanle sensitivi-
ties, with typical field strengths of 53.2, 16 and 7 G, respectively,
starting from Lyα (see Table 1). As for the Hanle effect of solar
prominences (Bommier et al. 1981), two lines of different sensi-
tivity are necessary to recover the three field vector coordinates.
Lyβ (1026 Å) and Lyγ (992 Å) are good candidates to be these
two lines for the background coronal field, which is expected
to be on the order of a few G. Alternatively, the full vector can
be recovered from one line measurement plus one information.
Therefore, Lyα (1216 Å) is a good candidate for diagnosing the
coronal loop magnetic field, which is stronger (hundred G are
expected), because the loop shape provides the supplementary
information about the field direction, if one assumes that the
field lies along the loop. The loop shape delineates the projec-
tion of the field direction onto the plane of the sky (see Bommier
et al. 1981, for the feasibility of the inversion method). Because
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the coronal magnetic field is very poorly known, such measure-
ments would be welcome and were already proposed for several
spatial missions (see for instance Peter et al. 2012).
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